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Thank you all for the wonderful

Regular Meetings: Our meetings times are
turnout at the EVAOSD annual Pizza
changing. For this summer we are on the 4th monday Social. Special thanks to those who
of the month.
Location: California Center for Sustainable Energy
8690 Balboa Ave., Suite 100 · San Diego, CA 92123
Place: Main Conference Room
Next Meeting: Monday, July 26, 2010 @ 7:00 p.m.
Program: EV Pizza Social
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donated funding and food! (I would like to
get some pictures people took at the event).

Local News:
Aptera co-founder expands Epic Boats beyond
boats, spurs hiring spree
It certainly looks like Aptera co-founder is Chris
Anthony is intent on making a name for himself
with his own company, Epic Boats, which has
recently be renamed Epic Electric Vehicles to
better suit its more ambitious goals. That now
includes the announcement of two new land
vehicles: the fairly standard looking Epic Amp all
terrain vehicle, and the three-wheeled Epic
Torque (pictured above), which will reportedly cost
around $22,000 and $35,000, respectively, and
are both set to go into production this fall at
Louisiana-based Caddo Manufacturing. That
expansion has also now prompted quite a hiring
spree -- the company says it's bringing on 200
new employees immediately and will eventually
hire nearly 500 altogether, and adds that the
manufacturing should also create about 1,500
indirect job in the area.
From: Autoblog Green
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The Active Wheel frees automobile designers from
the restrictions posed by the need for engine,
transmission, drive shaft, differential and exhaust
systems. Imagine the possibilities. The Michelin
Active Wheel is an intelligent wheel capable of
propelling cars without gasoline, while ensuring
suspension and braking functions and providing
unrivaled road handling and comfort. This is because
of a miniature drive engine and a second electric
motor driven suspension system incorporated into the
wheel.

Born in
San Diego, CA to
be built in
Louisiana, Epic
has an exciting all
electric line-up.

http://www.favstocks.com/michelin-developsrevolutionary-electric-cars-active-wheel-technology/
0419908/

Flux Power, Inc. Moves
Flux Power has moved from Vista to Escondido.
Once occupying the same facility, Epic Wakeboats
and Flux Power have both grown and required
different spaces. So Flux Power, Inc., the Lithium
battery folks, have moved to 2240 Auto Parkway,
Escondido, CA, 92029. There is still a club discount
to ask Joseph or Lloyd if you are interested.

Hi Performance Golf Cars
Changes Name
Hi Performace Golf Cars, located in Ontario
California, has decided it’s name didn’t reflect the
Capabilities of the company and decided to change it
to Hi Performance Electric Vehice Systems (HPEVS).
They have one of the most popular AC drive
motor/controller packages around. For more
information contact Bill at HPEVS. 909-923-1973
www.hpevs.com

Presidents Rant:

This rant is a technical one. So for those that
love my easy to read, happy-go-lucky, friendly to
everyone rants, hang on to your brains!
Why is it so darn hard to get a conference
call together with the manufacturers of controllers,
motors, chargers, batteries, and DC to DC
converters? Is it that hard to put 10 seconds of
planning and foresight into a COMPLETE system that
works together?

Michelin Developing Revolutionary
Electric Cars Active Wheel
Technology

A few have tried to make EV standards only
to get wrapped up in beuracracy and constant
arguments. I listened to a few conference calls from
the SAE arguing for months, nay YEARS, on just the
charging connector that everyone should use.
(continued on page 5)
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(1) Embrace the Middle Ground

In most cases drivers won’t need to “concern themselves regarding the best state of charge in which to leave their
battery, but keeping a battery fully charged for an extended period of time will have cause a shorter life than batteries that are
held at a lower state of charge.
The first generation electric vehicles rolling out in the next couple years will have batteries limited from discharging
below 50 percent. These limits on “deep discharging” are meant to “maintain battery life.”
The bottom line is that a moderate state-of-charge, in the range of 40-70 percent of capacity, is generally the best
state of charge to leave a battery before leaving [it] unused for an extended period of time.

(2) Mind the Charge

Day to day, the recommendation is to charge frequently, even if it is only a partial charge, because lithium-ion
batteries generally last longer when they are “cycled” (charged and discharged) more shallowly rather than cycled fully from
100 percent charge to zero.
In addition to how often you charge and how fully you let a battery discharge, fast charging a battery can also affect
the rate at which it loses capacity.
A 480-volt quick charge (80 percent charge in about 30 minutes) for the LEAF s expected to accelerate capacity loss
compared to 220-volt charging (full charge in about 8 hours). So if quick charging is the primary method of recharging for a
given vehicle, it will bring the capacity loss closer to 70 percent after 10 years.

(3) Keep It Cool

A key practice to max battery life — whether in an electric car or a laptop — is to keep it cool. One simple thing that a
driver can do, is to park the vehicle in the shade. Sunlight can create significant increases in the cabin temperature in a
vehicle, and over time the repeated exposure to high temperatures will reduce the battery’s lifespan.
While moderately cool temperatures can help to extend battery life, very cold temperatures can reduce the range.
Former GM Vice Chairman Bob Lutz noted earlier this year that his Volt only got 28 miles when he drove a Volt for a weekend
in Detroit this winter, rather than the 40 miles that GM says will be typical.
“The range can vary on any given day depending on temperature, terrain, driving conditions and so forth — especially
temperature,” Lutz explained. “The distance you can go in any electric vehicle varies hugely with the outside temperature.”
Full, Unedited Article: http://earth2tech.com/2010/07/11/3-steps-to-max-out-battery-life-for-electric-cars/

MercedesAMG High
Voltage,
Gull-wing
SLS
E-Cell
Is powered by a liquid-cooled, 48
kWh lithium-ion battery pack with
capacity of 40 Ah (at 400 V). The
three battery modules are placed
in front of the firewall, in the center
tunnel and behind the seats to
keep the center of
gravity low for better handling.
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From the Treasurer:

Better Place Debuts EV Services Platform and Partners at Frankfurt Motor Show
I of course figured everyone would be interested in the Quick drop Switchable Battery System concept by Project Better Place and
the Renault’s FLUENCE ZE concept vehicle. (Especially Joseph because of his support of Switchable Battery Pack technology !)
Better Place introduced its electric vehicle (EV) services platform at the Frankfurt Motor Show, in conjunction with Renault’s
unveiling of the Fluence ZE Concept with Quickdrop (switchable) battery system and an expanded agreement with Renault, committing both
companies to a volume of at least 100,000
electric cars in Israel and Denmark by 2016.
Better Place announced it is working with
Continental of Germany, Flextronics, Intel,
Microsoft, and TÜV Rheinland on different
aspects of its EV services platform and
infrastructure: Flextronics for charge points;
Continental, Microsoft and Intel for the in-car
computing platform AutOS; and TÜV
Rheinland for safety certification.
The industry needs to continue to overcome
the obstacles of extended range, price and
impact on the grid if we’re going to be able to
deliver a better experience than what
consumers currently get. Better Place is
committed to working with existing and
emerging players in this exciting new
category, which has the potential to drive the
industry to sustainable growth in the near
term and beyond. —Shai Agassi, Better Place
Founder and CEO
EV Services platform. To enable
mass-market EV adoption, the Better Place
solution includes interfaces designed to
!
support all kinds of electric vehicles
announced and under development, thereby providing a comprehensive infrastructure for the automotive and utility industries. The
combination of the physical charging infrastructure and the data used to optimize the charging and manage the grid are the core of the EV
services platform.
Inside the car, Better Place manages the vehicle’s energy plan through an on-board computing platform, code-named “AutOS.” The
AutOS platform creates a personalized energy plan for each driver.
Outside of the car, Better Place uses a master data center that enables smart charging of all electric cars on the network by optimizing and
prioritizing when, where and how much each car is charged. Doing so minimizes the impact on local utilities while orchestrating the state of
charge for all batteries on the network so that every car is “topped up.”
As a centrally controlled function, the data center integrates data across the entire network including: the availability of charge spots and
battery switch stations; the state of charge of each battery; the ability to harness peak levels of renewable energy generation; topography
maps and traffic patterns; and driving habits and patterns.
By integrating the data, Better Place has a 360-degree view across the entire network of charge spots, battery switch stations, electric cars,
batteries and local utilities.
Flextronics: For the production of charge spots, Better Place signed an agreement with Flextronics, one of the world’s leading
electronics manufacturing services provider. Better Place and Flextronics will jointly engineer, develop and stress-test 1,000 next generation
charge spots in the field before deciding to scale up volume to 100,000 production-grade charge spots by 2011. Such an order will represent
the largest order for charge spot production yet in the history of the industry.
Better Place currently is field-testing nearly 800 charge points in Israel in a variety of private and public locations including curbside locations,
parking lots, shopping malls and private residences.
Better Place, which is an active participant in the global standards bodies, is demonstrating charge spot standards’ compliance with
the world’s two leading charging connector standards—IEC 62196 and J1772—in Frankfurt.
Continental, Intel and Microsoft. Better Place R&D is working with Continental of Germany and Intel and Microsoft R&D to develop the
computing platform for inside the car. Better Place is developing its AutOS in-car platform with Continental to produce in volume an
automotive-grade head unit, which incorporates Microsoft Windows Embedded and is powered by the Intel Atom processor. The always-on
connectivity of the unit enables the car to communicate with all of the components of the Better Place network.
The AutOS system works by tapping into a limited number of standard CAN messages that all cars use to communicate diagnostics
by read-only, giving OEMs access into the entire Better Place system.
In Israel, both Intel and Microsoft also have signed up as Better Place “Vision Partners,” agreeing to transition to electric vehicles
when commercially available in 2011.
TÜV Rheinland. Better Place also signed a cooperation agreement with TÜV Rheinland, a global provider of technical, safety and
certification services, to evaluate and certify the safety of the network as a first step of broad deployment certification, which will be standard in
all Better Place geographies.
Progress to date. Better Place has signed up orders from more than 50 Vision Partners in Israel—representing a total car park of
approximately 35,000 ICE (internal combustion engine) vehicles—which have committed to convert a portion of their ICE fleets to Better Place
when commercially available in 2011. These fleet customers include the Israel operations for multi-national companies including Cisco, FedEx
and IBM, among others.
In Denmark, Better Place has announced several partnerships with municipalities and a partnership with the local insurance
company, TrygVesta, which will offer a 40% discount on insurance premiums for owners of EVs. For the UN Summit on Climate Change
(COP15) in Copenhagen in December, Better Place will build a showcase to celebrate the EV as a scalable solution for fighting climate
change.
In Australia, Better Place recently announced Canberra, the nation’s capital, as the site for its first citywide roll out of electric vehicle
infrastructure in Australia where the company is on track for 2012 commercial availability.
I have to give credit to Project Better Place for their work in North America and they have worked actively with local partners and
government in Ontario, Canada; the San Francisco Bay Area; and Hawaii. These regions have made a commitment to accelerating the
adoption of EVs through policies aimed at consumer adoption, streamlining infrastructure deployment and in some cases, adding EVs as a
competitive alternative for public sector procurement policies.
And of course a very special note, especially of interest to Joseph, is that in Japan, Better Place recently won the first-of-its-kind
project from the government to demonstrate electric taxis with SWITCHABLE batteries. The company will kick off the demonstration in
January 2010. I appreciate the innovation and look forward to the coming demonstrations !
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We know how much power it takes to move a car with a certain aerodynamic profile, with certain tires and weight.
We know what drive systems are most efficient and what kinda plugs people have in their homes to plug their
cars into. So how the heck are we so far out of wack to make everyone research the heck out of every detail
becoming an expert just to convert a car.
I do like a few folks approach of sticking to their guns. “I use X motor, X controller, X batteries and
convert X car, if you want it, just say the word”. Problem is everyone wants something different, which is great,
but makes it really hard for us to make reality. I can’t even imagine how smooth and short the meetings at Chevy
are when they decide the number of cup holders that go in the Volt. You know some dunderhead argued that you
shouldn’t have a cup holder because if you spill water in your electric car, it will electricute the 3 Nuns you have in
the back seat.

Fin

More from the Treasurer
This seems like “Back to the Future” with Tesla and Toyota now going to develop a RAV 4? Didn’t Toyota
already do this in 2002 to 2004? What a strange announcement to come from both companies which is
attached. You be the judge but is this a way for Toyota to get good press in the U.S or a way to lay-off Liability
exposure to Tesla? Its an interesting EV world we live in.

Electric SUV is the first project announced by the companies since Toyota purchased
about 3% of Tesla for $50 million this year, a move that had raised eyebrows.
Tesla Chief Executive Elon Musk, left, with Toyota CEO Akio Toyoda during a news
conference at Tesla headquarters in Palo Alto in May.
A plan to sell an electric version of Toyota’s RAV4 sport utility vehicle two years from now demonstrates that the
alliance between Tesla Motors Inc. and the Japanese automaker is more than just window dressing, analysts
said.
Tesla was working on a fleet of prototypes to begin testing.
The venture is the first project announced by the companies since Toyota purchased 3.2% of Tesla for $50 million
this year.
"This decision shows concrete results from a partnership that raised many eyebrows. It is now starting to appear
that maybe Toyota needed Tesla's technology as much as Tesla needed Toyota's investment," said James Bell,
an analyst with auto information company Kelly Blue Book.
"The Toyota RAV4 EV has been a terrific workhorse for the past decade. Hundreds of the original cars are still
running seven to 10 years after manufacture in both fleets and private hands," said Paul Scott, a residential solarpanel salesman and member of the Plug In America electric vehicle advocacy group.
"My car has 84,000 miles on the odometer and still runs exactly the same as the day I got it," Scott said.
Scott said he would look forward to an updated version with some of the modern conveniences that have been
developed since his RAV4, a 2002 model, was built.
"Toyota used a bare-bones platform with precious little in modern conveniences such as cruise control or GPS.
The instrumentation is also primitive by today's standards and could be much more informative … giving us
information on the state of the charge and voltages, etc.," Scott said. He said he would also like a little more
back-seat room.
Toyota, known for its Prius hybrid, has said it was developing an electric vehicle to sell in 2012. It will be a small
urban vehicle with a short range. The electric RAV4 would "complement" that vehicle as a larger auto that has
more range but would also have a higher price, said Mike Michels, a Toyota spokesman.
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Electric Auto Association (EAA) Membership Application Form
Fill out this form, attach a check, money order or use PayPal, in US funds only, payable to 'Electric Auto Association'. CE = Current EVents newsletter

e-CE

$35 USA & other Countries

paper CE

$25 Student

$48 Canada

$45 USA

$52 World

$240 (supporting level-2)

$120 (supporting level-1)

$25 Senior (>65-USA/Canada only)

birth year

$29 Senior (>65-USA/Canada only)

$29 Student

do not list my name

$500 or more (high voltage)___________

I support the ___________________________________________EAA Chapter (addional chapters, $10 each) ____________________
($10each ) Additional Chapters or Special interest group (other than the one that comes with the membership)
You can fold this form as indicated and mail it with your payment enclosed. Use tape to seal the form, on the sides, before you mail it
or send an e-version of this form, through PayPal using http://electricauto.org/eaamembership.html
New Member

Renewal

Name

email

Mailing address (Apt. #)

Home phone

Mailing City, State & Zip-8

Work phone

Electronic version of Current EVents, paperless only, link sent by email, if your membership was for the e-version, that is what you will receive

Do you own or

Lease an electric vehicle (plug-in)

production

conversion

bicycle

hybrid or

None

please include miles driven and type of vehicle

All information in this application is for the exclusive use of the EAA and not sold or given to any other organization.
Please identify your primary areas of interest relating to the EAA (check as many as your wish
Owner/Driver

Hobby/Builder

Environmental/Govt. Regs

Professional/Business

Social (Rallies, Shows, Events

Promotion & Public Awareness of EVs

Competition (Rallies, Races, Records
New Technology & Research

Student or General Interest

Plug-in Hybrids

Solar & Wind Power

Electrathon/Bicycle/Scooter/Other

The Electric Auto Association is a non-profit, 501(c)(3) for the promotion of electric vehicles. Your donations are tax
deductible and with your membership you will receive the EAA publication, "Current EVents". All information and statistics
in this application are for the exclusive use of the EAA and is not sold or given to any other organization or company. Your
membership dues include a percentage goes to the EAA Chapter you support for public Electric Vehicle promotion EVents
like rallies, shows and EV rides.
Current subscribers have borrowing privileges for the association’s video tape and publications library. Subscribing to the newsletter is optional and is not
a requirement for membership. EVAOSD meetings are always open to any and all interested parties. New Subscribers, please use this form to register to
receive
the EVAOSD Newsletter. Current Subscribers, please use this form to
send us
any change in your details.
===========================================FOLD
HERE
==========================================
Return
address
membership@eaaev.org
Please make check or money order payable to: EAA and reference EVAOSD. Send this form and
1st Class
___________________________________________
payment
to: Lloyd Rose, EVAOSD Treasurer; 2755 Dos Aarons Way, Suite A, Vista, CA Postage
92081
Here
___________________________________________

EVAoSD Newsletter
2755 Dos Aarons Way, Suite A
Vista, CA 92081

STAMP
Electric
First Auto
LastAssociation

Address Correction Requested

Membership Renewals
Other Street
323 Los Altos, CA 95003-5248

Other City, Other State Other ZIP
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